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Previous research has identified various risk factors for mortality in older people. The aim of this paper 
was to use Classification and Regression Tree to predict 15-year survival in community-dwelling older 
people. Data were obtained from a United Kingdom representative sample of 1042 community-
dwelling people aged 65 and over. Outcome was time from 1985 interview to death or censorship on 
February 29, 2000. Classification and Regression Tree is a non-parametric technique widely used in 
medical domain classification. We applied CART to the set of risk-factors identified in a previous 
research. The selected CART model is based on age, dose of drug prescribed and handgrip 
measures. It predicts survival with a sensitivity rate of 76.3% and a specificity rate of 66.3%. The 
selection of variables are consistent with previous research. Finally, we observed the range of risk 
factors and their combination associated with increased and decreased mortality.  
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1. Introduction 

Over the last three decades a range of risk factors for mortality among community-dwelling people has 
been identified [1-15]. Understanding the factors that increase the risk of mortality may be promoting 
survival, as well as helpful in promoting health and well-being, in later life. The majority of previous 
studies on mortality were performed using conventional statistical techniques, for example, regression 
analysis, in order to identify factors that increase, or decrease, the risk of mortality [16]. For reasons of 
statistical power and computational complexity, conventional statistical techniques enables only a 
limited number of potential risk factors to be examined [16]. Some recent studies have applied data-
mining techniques, in particular, in a previous study [17] a genetic algorithm and Cox regression were 
combined to identify risk factors among a wide number of variables.  

 

Classification and Regression Tree [18] has been widely used in medical domain modelling [19]. 
CART is a non-parametric technique: it does not require any assumption about the distribution of data 
and it can detect different predictor-variable relationship such as non-linearity and interactions. 
Moreover, it provides a cross-validation feature which enables to overfitting be detected. For these 
reasons, CART has often provided a more accurate prediction than other statistical methods [20]. The 
models it provides as output are expressed as logic “if … then” rules [18] and the intelligibility of 
selected features and rules has potential application in medical domains [22]. It is plausible that CART 
models could improve the knowledge on risk factors for mortality.  
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The aim of this study was to develop a CART model which can predict 15 year survival with 
acceptable sensitivity and specificity in order to provide further knowledge about previously identified 
risk factors. 

2. Methods and materials 

Data were derived from the Nottingham Longitudinal Study of Activity and Ageing (NLSAA)[23]. 
NLSSA is an ongoing survey of activity, health and well-being conducted within a representative 
sample of 1299 community-dwelling people originally aged 65 and over, of whom 1042 (406 men; 636 
women) agreed to participate (response rate = 80 %). The baseline survey was conducted between 
May and September 1985, and information on mortality within the sample was provided by the UK 
National Health Service Central Register, where all UK deaths are recorded and which supplied 
copies of all the death certificates as they accrued. Interview data collected from respondents included 
information on cognition, physical health, psychological wellbeing, perceptions of health and wellbeing, 
and customary physical activity, and are described in detail elsewhere[23]. 

   

We considered the set of variables which were identified in [17] as predictors of long-term mortality. In 
this previous study [17], genetic algorithms were used to select the combination of variables that 
maximized the goodness of fit for the the Cox regression model. Table 1 and Table 2 show the 
selected continuous and categorical variables, respectively. 

Table 1 Descriptives of continuous variables identified as Risk Factors for 15-Year Mortality among 
community-dwelling older people [17]. 

Continuous Variables Range Mean Median 

Age at 85 interview (computed from borndate) 65-99 75.63 75 

Number of living great-grandchildren 0-26 1.12 0 

Dose of hypnotic drug being taken (mg) 0-1300 28.08 0 

Hypnotic drug taken for (n) years 0-47 1.46 0 

Maximum handgrip strength 43-617 254.75 237 

Maximum handgrip strength for dominant hand 29-612 246.43 231 

Maximum handgrip strength for non-dominant hand 27-617 235.20 220 

Right Handgrip strength at first measurement  (kg) 2-57 23.25 22 

Right Handgrip strength at third measurement (kg) 3-63 25.33 24 

Left Handgrip strength at third measurement (Newtons)  22-556 222.73 208 

Number of floors in accommodation 1-3 1.67 2 

 

We developed a binary classifier based on CART [18] in order to predict 15-year mortality. The 
information on mortality within the sample was provided by the UK National Health Service Central 
Register and for the purpose of this study were update to 2000, 15 years after the baseline survey 
(1985). The values of the input variables, summarized in Table 1 and Table 2, were collected in the 
baseline survey conducted in 1985. 

 

CART is an algorithm developed by Breiman[18] to construct binary trees by repeated splits into two 
descendant subsets (child nodes). The basic idea is to select each spilt among all the possible splits 
so that the data in each of the child nodes are “purer” than those of the other splits. The node impurity 
is largest when all classes are equally mixed together in it, and smallest when it contains only one 
class. Different functions have been defined for selecting the best spilt. In this work we adopted the 
CART default criterion, which is the Gini index.  

 

Table 2 Descriptives of categorical variables identified as Risk Factors for 15-Year Mortality among 
community-dwelling older people [17]. 
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Categorical Variables Category N % 

Permission to access OPCS (Office for Census and 
Population Studies) files? 

Yes, permission given 1,022 98 

No, permission refused 20 2 

Activity compared with that of age group 1- Much more active 125 13 

2- More active 398 41 

3- About as active 225 23 

4- Less active 154 16 

5- Much less active 59 6 

How much happiness in your life today? A lot 322 33 

Quite a lot 230 24 

A little 238 24 

None 184 19 

Joint pain causing difficulty in carrying bags? No difficulty 783 83 

Yes, difficult 160 17 

Joint pain causing difficulty in walking? No difficulty 691 69 

Yes, difficult 306 31 

Ability to raise £200 in an emergency No difficulty 714 71 

A Little Difficulty 121 12 

A Lot of Difficulty 102 10 

Impossible to raise 73 7 

Time since last visited the dentist Last week 18 2 

Last month 34 3 

Within last six months 89 9 

> 6 months ago 876 86 

Time since last visited the optician Last week 18 2 

Last month 30 3 

Within last six months 164 16 

> 6 months ago 805 79 

Time since last visited the social worker Last week 7 1 

Last month 18 2 

Within last six months 31 3 

> 6 months ago 959 94 

Reported stomach troubles? No problem 748 73 

Yes, problem 283 27 

Reported pain in left anterior chest? No 959 98 

Yes 18 2 

Reported chest pain in no specific position? No 968 99 

Yes 9 1 

 

In order to optimize the tree performance, an a priori classification cost could be assigned. We 
examined different misclassification cost ratios c(1|2)/ c(2|1):  1/1, 1.5/1, 2/1, 2.5/1. For instance, a 
misclassification cost ratio of 2/1 means that the cost of misclassifying a survivor was twice as great 
as that of misclassifying a participant who had died. Stopping rules govern the size of the tree.  

 

The misclassification risks are estimated by 10-fold cross-validation methods. The cross-validation 
method consists of dividing the sample into a number of folds and generating tree models excluding 
the data from each fold in turn. For each model, the misclassification risk is estimated by applying the 
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tree to the fold excluded in generating it. The risk estimate for the final tree is calculated as the 
average of the risks for all of the trees[18]. 

 

The performance of each classifier against the whole dataset is assessed using the common 
measures for binary classification, calculated as reported in table III. We selected the classifiers with a 
high sensitivity value (higher than 75%) and acceptable specificity values (higher than 65%). 

Table 3 Performance Measurement. 
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Where: 
TP (true positives) is the number of survivors, correctly classified 
by the system,  
TN (true negatives) is the number of participants who have died, 
correctly classified by the system,  
FP (false positives) is the number of participants who have died, 
incorrectly labelled as survival by the system,  
FN (false negatives) is the number of survivors, incorrectly 
labelled. 

3. Results 

The performance measurement, including risk estimation and confusion matrix values, for the 
developed classifier which achieved the best performance are summarized in table 4.  

Table 4 Performance of the selected model. 

Cost 
Ratio 

Alive Dead Risk      

TP FN TN FP Estimate Error Acc Sen Spec PPV NPV 

2.5:1 235 73 487 247 0.517 0.023 69.3% 76.3% 66.3% 48.8% 87.0% 

 

The model considers age, permission given to access OPCS file, dose of total prescribed drugs, the 
maximum grip for both hands, and right handgrip strength. The initial variable selected by CART  was 
age (with a cut-off of 77.291), people older than 77.291 year were classified as not surviving.  
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Figure 1 Classification Tree to predict long-term mortality 

CART selected Permission to access OPCS (Office for Census and Population Studies) files in node 2 
splitting: people who refused this permission were predicted to survive, the others were split according 
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to the dose of total prescribed drug being taken, if it was not more than 1.00 mg, they were predicted 
to survive, otherwise they were classified according to their handgrip strength and age. 

4. Discussion 

This study integrated the results of the previous research [16, 17] which used Cox regression 
combined with Genetic Algorithms (CoRGA) to identify risk factors for long-term mortality among older 
people. The CART analysis was performed in order to improve the knowledge about the importance of 
the identified factor as a predictor of mortality. 

 

Moreover, using the CART analysis, we observed the range of risk factor values which are associated 
with decreased or increased 15-year-mortality. We observed that: 

Being aged more than 77.291 was associated with increased mortality; 

in people aged 65-72 taking drugs / medication of less than 1 mg is associated with decreased 
mortality, 

In people aged 65-72 who took a dose of drug higher than 1 mg, an increased or decreased mortality 
would appear to be associated with the interaction of three factors: age, maximum grip strength for 
both hand and right handgrip strength: a higher value of maximum handgrip for both hands (>305.500 
N) and  younger age (<69.641 years) are associated with decreased mortality, while lower values of 
maximum handgrip strength for both hands, and of right handgrip in conjunction with old age 
(>70.968) are associated with increased mortality. 

 

First, we compare the result of this research with the previous work of Ahamad and Bath [16, 17]. All 
the variables selected by CART in the best models are significant risk factors for increased or 
decreased 15-year mortality in unadjusted models. The CART exclusion of some previously identified 
factors may be explained by the fact that not only are they less important but also that Genetic 
Algorithms and Cox regression may select them only because of inner limitations of these techniques. 
In particular, with Genetic Algorithms the number of variables in the final model was decided a priori. 

 

The selection of age as the initial splitting variable provides further evidence that this may be the most 
important factor affecting mortality in older people[1, 3, 6]. The selection of handgrip strength in the 
proposed models confirm its importance as predictor of mortality, that has been shown by other 
research [9-13]. The association of decreased handgrip strength with increased mortality was probably 
indicative of frailty[14].  

 

The selection of the total prescribed medication confirms its association with mortality, showed by 
other study[15] 

 

Refusing permission to access the OCPS file seems to be protective in reducing mortality risk: this is 
due to the fact that almost all people (19 out 20) who refused permission survived. We believed that 
this variable is not of interest. 

5. Conclusion 

We performed a CART analysis on risk factors previously identified using Genetic algorithms and Cox 
regression in order to predict long-term survival among older people. CART offers an opportunity to 
understand the importance of the identified factors as predictors for mortality. The best model 
achieved a sensitivity of  76.3% and a specificity of 66.3%. The selection of variables are consistent 
with previous research [16,17]. In particular, age and handgrip strength are the most important 
variables associated with mortality in this study. Furthermore, and what is novel regarding this 
research is that we identified the pivotal values of the risk factor or of their combinations associated 
with increased or decreased mortality. 
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